
                                                       presents her fifth single Empathy

A Song Full of Emotions and Uniqueness.

Vienna, 10th of November – rising star PHIORA, known for her infectious positivity and unique,
unmistakable vocal style, has once again captivated the music scene with her fifth single, "Empathy." In
this captivating composition, PHIORA takes us on a journey through different emotional realms and
transports us to a captivating galaxy like never before.

PHIORA is not only a gifted singer but also a strong personality, characterized by her ability to spread
cheer, even when it's not always easy for her personally. This is reflected in "Empathy," a song that
conveys a message of compassion and connection in an increasingly chaotic world.

PHIORA's voice is undeniably unique and instantly recognizable. With her impressive vocal range and
emotional depth, she infuses "Empathy" with exceptional catchiness. Listeners are drawn in from the first
note, immediately connecting with the song's emotions.

But "Empathy" is not just a musical masterpiece – it is perfectly complemented by a breathtaking music
video directed by Marek Vesely. In this visual spectacle, viewers are transported to a different world and
galaxy. The spectacular visual effects and creative direction make the audience forget their daily lives
and immerse themselves in PHIORA's fascinating world.

With "Empathy," PHIORA once again showcases her artistic diversity and her ability to tell stories through
music. This single is another milestone in her career and a testament to her extraordinary abilities.
PHIORA has already established herself as a rising artist enriching the music world with her positivity,
unique singing, and creative vision.

"Empathy" is available on all streaming platforms on the 10th of November, and the accompanying music
video is a visual experience not to be missed. PHIORA is unquestionably an artist to watch as she
continues to explore new horizons in the music world.
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